A medical access system includes a cannula (10) and a plurality of access tubes (18) positioned in the cannula, each access tube including a proximal opening (20), a distal opening (22) and a collapsed section (24) between the proximal and distal openings. The collapsed section is moveable to an expanded position in response to passage of an instrument into the lumen. The tubes are provided with a variety of cross-sectional 'diameters, allowing a user to elect to use a combination of tubes appropriate for the procedure being carried out. The collapsible nature of the tubes allows the cannula body to contain a collection of tubes having cross-sections that, in combination, exceed the available space within the cannula body.
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TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

10 The present invention relates to the field of cannulas providing conduits for receiving medical instruments that are to be used in performing surgery in a body cavity.

BACKGROUND

Surgery in the abdominal cavity is typically performed using open surgical techniques or laparoscopic procedures. Each of these procedures requires incisions through the skin and underlying muscle and peritoneal tissue, and thus results in the potential for post-surgical scarring and/or hernias. Laparoscopic procedures, while less invasive than open surgical techniques, require multiple small incisions or ports to gain access to the peritoneal site using the various instruments and scopes needed to complete the procedure. Further developments have lead to systems allowing procedures to be performed using only a single port.

Systems and techniques in which access to the abdominal cavity is gained through a natural orifice (so-called "NOTES" procedures) are advantageous in that incisions through the skin and underlying muscle and peritoneal tissue may be avoided. Use of such systems can provide access to the peritoneal cavity using an access device inserted into the esophagus, stomach or intestine (via, for example, the mouth, vagina, or rectum). Instruments are then advanced through the access device into the peritoneal cavity via an incision in the wall of the esophagus, stomach or intestine.

In single port surgery ("SPS") and NOTES procedures, it is useful to employ an overtube or access cannula having multiple channels so that each channel can accommodate a different instrument during the procedure. Unfortunately, a multi-lumen cannula or overtube having a selection of channel sizes that works well for one procedure might not
work well for another procedure, since different procedures will require different combinations of instrument sizes. Even within a given procedure different combinations of instruments will be needed at different times, complicating the task of finding multi-lumen overtube or cannula that will accommodate the tools needed throughout the procedure.

The present application describes a multi-lumen cannula, suitable for use in SPS and NOTES procedures, that is adaptable to changes in the combinations of required instrument sizes that may occur during the course of a single procedures or from procedure to procedure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a multi-lumen cannula;

Figs. 2A and 2B are perspective views of one of the cannula tubes of Fig. 1 in the collapsed position and the expanded position, respectively.

Fig. 3 is a cross-section view taken along the plane designated 3-3 in Fig. 1 in an embodiment having an optional seal within the cannula.

Fig. 4 is a cross-section view of a modified form of the port which includes sealing mechanisms.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1 illustrates a multi-lumen cannula 10. The cannula includes a cannula body 12 having a proximal opening 14 and a distal opening 16. The cannula body may be an elongate overtube positionable to extend from a natural body orifice into a body cavity within which a procedure is to be performed. Alternatively, the cannula body 12 may be an access cannula that extends through an opening in the abdominal wall for single port surgery or laparoscopic procedures.

A plurality of collapsible tubes 18 extends through the cannula body 12. Each of the collapsible tubes 18 includes a proximal instrument port 20 positioned outside the proximal end of the cannula body 12 and a distal opening 22 positioned distal to the distal opening 16 of the cannula body 12. An intermediate section 24 extends between the proximal and distal ends.
The intermediate section 24 of each tube is collapsible as shown in Fig. 2A. The collapsible nature of the tubes allows the cannula body 12 to contain a collection of tubes having cross-sections that, in combination, exceed the available space within the cannula body. For example, five collapsible tubes having diameters of 3mm, 5mm, 5mm, 10mm and 15mm might be positioned within a cannula body 12 having a diameter of 25mm or less.

The tubes 18 are constructed such that they will expand to the expanded position (Fig. 1A) when an instrument is inserted into the instrument port 20 and advanced to the distal opening 22. In a preferred configuration, the instrument port 20 and distal opening 22 do not significantly collapse, but instead retain their open shape when the intermediate section 24 is in the collapsed position. This facilitates insertion of the instruments into the instrument ports 20, and also minimizes binding of the tubes as instruments are advanced towards the distal openings.

Suitable materials for the tubes 18 include thin walled or highly flexible polymeric materials. The tubes may include a lubricious lining to facilitate advancement of instruments through the collapsed tubes. The shapes of the instrument port 20 and distal opening 22 may be reinforced using resilient rings embedded in the tube material, or by thickened regions of the tubing material.

If the system is to be used during a procedure in which the body cavity will be insufflated, the cannula will preferably include a seal sealing the gaps between the tubes 18. In one embodiment, the seal may be a membrane 26 (Fig. 6) extending between each of the tubes 18 and circumferentially connected to the walls of the cannula 12. A preferred membrane will be constructed to give play between the tubes such that movement of tube (e.g. from movement of an instrument shaft within that tube) does not cause others of the tubes to move. For this purpose, the membrane can include loose/excess membrane material 28 between the tubes, or it may be highly elastic, or formed with pleats or bellows type structures 30 that allow for an increase in distance between adjacent tubes or between tubes and the surrounding wall of the cannula.

Additionally, valves may be positioned within the tubes 18 so as to maintain insufflation pressure within the abdominal cavity during use of the system 10. For example, each port 20 may be equipped with a sealing system having a first seal providing for self-sealing of the port in the absence of a medical instrument within the port, and a second seal
that creates a seal against the shaft of instruments passed into the port. For example, an annular seal 32 may be positioned most proximally, with a flap- or duckbill valve 34 located distal to the annular seal. During use, duck-bill valve remains closed when there is no instrument in the port 20. Instruments passed through the port 20 will pass between the flaps of the valve, thus releasing the seal provided by the valve. However, this will not result in appreciable loss of sealing, since insertion of the instrument into the port 20 causes the annular seal to make sealing contact with the instrument shaft. Alternatively, collapse of the tube 18 may be relied on (in place of a duck bill) to seal the tube when it is not in use.

During use of the system 10, the tubes 18 are placed within the cannula body 12 and the cannula body is placed such that the distal opening 16 is within a body cavity and the proximal opening 14 is positioned extracorporeally. The surgeon will select an instrument needed to perform a procedure within the body cavity, and s/he will insert that instrument into the instrument port 20 of a tube 18 having an appropriate diameter, causing expansion of the tube as described above. The tubes 18 may have color coding or other markings allowing the surgeon to easily determine which of the tubes is most appropriate for the selected instrument. Additional instruments are selected and likewise advanced through the most suitable ones of the tubes. As instrument changes are made throughout the procedure, different combinations of the tubes 18 are utilized. Following the procedure, the instruments are removed from the tubes 18 and the cannula body 12 is removed from the body.

It should be recognized that a number of variations of the above-identified embodiments will be obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art in view of the foregoing description. Accordingly, the invention is not to be limited by those specific embodiments and methods of the present invention shown and described herein. Rather, the scope of the invention is to be defined by the claims and their equivalents.

Any and all applications referred to herein, including for purposes of priority, are hereby incorporated herein by reference.
I claim:

1. A medical access system, comprising:
   a cannula; and
   a plurality of access tubes positioned in the cannula, each access tube
   including a proximal opening, a distal opening, a collapsed section between
   the proximal and distal openings, and a lumen extending from the proximal
   port to the distal opening, and the collapsed section moveable to an expanded
   position in response to passage of an instrument into the lumen.

2. The medical access system of claim 1, wherein a first one of the access tubes
   has a diameter smaller than a diameter of a second access tube.

3. The medical access system of claim 1, wherein at least one of the proximal
   sections includes a port biased in an open position.

4. The medical access system of claim 1, wherein at least one of the distal
   openings is biased in an open position.

5. The medical access system of claim 1, further including a seal between the
   access tubes.

6. The medical access system of claim 5, wherein the seal comprises a
   membrane extending between the access tubes.

7. The medical access system of claim 1, wherein at least one of the access tubes
   includes a sealing system including a first seal positioned to seal against an
   instrument positioned in the lumen, and a second seal positioned to seal the
   lumen in the absence of an instrument within the lumen.
8. The medical access system of claim 7, wherein the first seal is an annular seal positioned in a proximal portion of the access tube.

9. The medical access system of claim 7, wherein the second seal is a flap valve positioned in a proximal portion of the access tube.

10. The medical access system of claim 7, wherein the second seal comprises the walls of the access tube when the tube is in the collapsed position.

11. A method of accessing a body cavity using medical instruments, comprising:

   positioning an access cannula in an opening accessing a body cavity, the access cannula including a plurality of access tubes, each comprising an elongated tube having a lumen and a collapsed section disposed between a proximal opening and a distal opening;

   inserting a first medical instrument into the proximal opening of a first one of the access tubes and advancing the first instrument into the body cavity via the distal opening, causing the first access tube to expand from the collapsed position to an expanded position;

   inserting a second medical instrument into the proximal opening of a second one of the access tubes and advancing the second instrument into the body cavity via the distal opening, causing the second access tube to expand from the collapsed position to an expanded position; and

   performing a procedure within the body cavity using the first and second medical instruments.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the method includes selecting as the first access tube an access tube having a lumen with a diameter proportioned to fit the first medical instrument, and selecting as the second access tube an access tube having a lumen with a diameter proportioned to fit the first medical instrument, wherein the lumens of the first and second access tubes have different diameters.
13. The method of claim 11, further including the step of insufflating the body cavity.
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